Antiproliferative effects of immunosuppressant drugs on vascular smooth muscle cells: an additional advantage for attenuating transplant vasculopathy.
Coronary artery transplant vasculopathy (CATV) is the major cause of solid organ transplant failure. CATV is a vascular proliferative disease characterized by vascular smooth muscle cell (VSMC) activation obliterative arterial occlusion. Modalities used to treat conventional coronary artery disease are not applicable for most patients with CATV because of its chronic and extensive nature. The majority of drugs used in standard antirejection therapy are immunosuppressive and aim to suppress organ rejection by disabling the immune response. Since VSMCs are the major effector cells in the development of CATV, interruption of their activation and proliferation by immunosuppressive drugs represent a second line of attack with which to combat CATV. Fortunately, an unintended but advantageous side effect of many of these drugs is suppression of VSMC proliferation and consequential attenuation of the progression of CATV. This review summarizes the impact that the more commonly used immunosuppressives have on VSMC pathophysiology and examines the effects of some of the newer drugs that are specifically designed to attenuate VSMC activation. The risk of infection and malignancy associated with aggressive immunosuppressive therapy are a compelling impetus to develop drugs that directly and specifically impact the VSMC response to injury and may represent an important alternative or even a primary approach to attenuating CATV.